
Teddy Talk with Martin UMC friends and family  

No theme…just random thoughts for 10 weeks! 
Week 3 – The way of Inner Peace 

By the tender mercy of our God, the dawn from on high will break upon us …  
To guide our feet into the way of peace. 

                                                                                            Luke 1:78-79 

Notice how during the hours of bright sunlight, objects block the light of the sun so the 
shadow emerges larger than the object itself. Similarly, unwelcome challenges can seem 
much larger than they really are. For this TALK, I challenge you to put all obstacles in 
the right light. Think of it as Divine light and keep your attention on God. Know that the 
Divine presence within is indeed the heightening of inner peace. 

Vacations to a number of large cities around the world have provided opportunity to 
stroll through each ones best and worst parts. Recall your own experiences whether in 
Europe, South America, or even visits to Dallas, Houston, or New Orleans. The first 
thing that comes to my mind is being surrounded by immense stone structures, steel 
and concrete, rushing cars, and busy people scurrying through the streets. Magically, in 
each metro area visited, the most peaceful memories were in the beautiful parks. 
Writing the words conjures memories of Amsterdam, Vienna and even strolls through 
New York City’s Central Park. Each visit provides the opportunity to move from the 
busyness to the lush areas of beauty and places of peace. 

The journey to peaceful places is not measured in miles. With awareness focused within, 
breaths can be followed from head to heart space before spreading throughout our 
bodies. When God’s creatures inhale to expand a sense of love and peace in the center of 
being, each exhale carries away the tension and distraction of things beyond our control 
and imagined limitations.  
As Dr. Luke says: the dawn from on high will break upon us…To guide our 
feet into the way of peace. 

Solutions for gaining inner peace and resulting strength requires keeping attention on 
God. The divine light is easily considered as the right light to provide peace within. 
There are many resources of serenity that overcomes everyday stresses. Books, and 
recordings, and meditations abound to provide mystic methods for finding peace in 
hearts and minds. Each writer has ideas for helping when we are inundated by negative 
thoughts, stress, and anxiety, all driven by questions of “What if?” 

Having read so many self-help books and meditating with Eastern sages, I feel 
behaviorally aware. However, I still find myself asking “what if” and “why” and “how did 
it get this way?” There is a great deal of love for all the experts, but it is the Psalmist who 
simplifies it in my mind. His description of taking personal action to achieve peace 
centering that leads to renewed energy and quiet. Read and repeat these words several 
times…I have calmed and quieted my soul. Psalm 131:2 



When undesirable thoughts enter our thinking and reasoning processes, we must open 
our minds to divine wisdom to help make best decisions. For how long have we been 
taught to still our thoughts and quiet our emotions before making impetuous decisions? 
Believe that the following actions will make a difference in the peace you seek. 

1. Quietly pray. 2. Think about the situation. 3. Make corrections in plans and actions. 

All three are to help you feel at ease and prepared to proclaim you have the energy to 
confidently and comfortably move forward as a peacemaker and peacekeeper.  

Admittedly, worldwide chaos is still disconcerting to people. The concern is not limited 
to religions, ethnicities, politics, family or any other issues that turn our comfort zones 
upside down. Know it is time to no longer look toward the conditions of life to provide 
inner peace. Serenity cannot be added to each of us from the outside. Rather, it is time 
to turn to the stillness within our souls, to release a deep sense of well-being, and to 
sense satisfaction. It is time to uncover the true source of peace as the presence of God 
within. 

In closing this piece, I encourage you to ponder and be comforted by the words of Jesus 
as recorded in the Gospel accounts… 

Remember, I am with you always, to the end of the age. 
       Matthew 28:20 

Peace always, 
Ted 


